
$18,000,000 - 32091 Coast Highway, Laguna Beach
MLS® #LG23121721

$18,000,000
5 Bedroom, 6.00 Bathroom, 4,777 sqft
Residential on 1 Acres

N/A, Laguna Beach, CA

Nestled among some of the most valuable
oceanfront estates in California, this prime
bluff-top gated property combines an
understated beach elegance with a bit of
classic Laguna artistry. Originally conceived by
one renowned California architect (Fred
Briggs, recognized as an Architectural Digest
Top 100 architect) and more recently updated
and expanded by another (Christopher Light),
Greenstone by the Sea is a masterful
combination of disappearing glass, vast ocean
expanses, and tremendous outdoor decks and
terraces. The vast view frontage and a
comfortable, eminently livable open floorplan
provides ocean views and outdoor terraces
and decks from almost every room in the
house  a rarity for oceanfront homes. A gated
drive and motor court lead to an oversized
three car garage entering on the primary mid
living level. A stunning two story
glass-enclosed staircase and an
artisan-crafted beveled glass door highlight
views through the home to the ocean beyond
as you approach the entry. The living level,
finished in a soothing combination of luxurious
textures and colors, highlight the oceanfront
location. Dining and a bespoke kitchen with all
top-line appliances are each distinct from the
living area but visually open presenting an
incredible ocean view sweep from this level.
The lower-level hosts four of the bedrooms
including the primary suite - a generously
sized retreat unto itself. With walls of glass and
phenomenal design detail, the results of the



architectural pedigree are on full display. The
fifth bedroom, along with an office or gym
space, spa bath with steam and sau

Built in 1996

Additional Information

City Laguna Beach

County Orange

Zip 92651

MLS® # LG23121721

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 6

Square Ft 4,777

Lot Size 0.53

Neighborhood OC - LAGUNA BEACH (92651)

Garages 3
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